
The 1988 CGFL Preview 
 

Thanks to Jesse for running a great league and assisting with the Preview 
 

Introduction 
 This preview is shorter due to the fact that I ran out of time and I am 
on vacation.  The preview colors gives the clue as to “where” we are at the 

moment. It is very fun and a pretty cool place with lots to do.  I heartily 
recommend a visit.  There are some nice sights to say the least. 

 
From 1987 to 1988 
 

 Happily 1987 is over with given the craziness of the strike and those 
“other” players who had to get out on the field. 

 Unlike 2011 where we do not know if there will be a season or when (I 
heard John Clayton on ESPN radio last weekend predict it would be “last” 
week.  As John suggested on the V Show “it’s just a couple of things to wrap 

up and free agency/trading will begin”.  Really, did it happen?  No it did not 
so one more expert prediction down the drain.   

 I have loved some of these interviews with NFL players “struggling” to 
deal with real world problems. 

 
The 1988 NFL Season and some college games thrown in for fun 
(especially to make Phil happy) 

 
 Here is a (not) comprehensive look at the week by week 1988 football 

season with an emphasis on some close but not so thrilling games.  Enjoy! 
 
8/27/88: It is fun to be back in the USA and living in suburban Princeton (it 

is a loose term but we were close).  The Kickoff Classic features our favorites 
versus Texas A&M.  We have the usual high hopes and Nebraska wins 23-14.   

 
9/3/88: Those future Big 10 and Pac 10 rivals meet in Lincoln: Huskers 
smack Utah 63-13.   

 
9/4/88: Season begins and in Kansas City, Cleveland wins 6-3.  Gary 

Danielson of Cleveland was 18-29-170 with an INT.  Bill Kenney was a less 
than stellar 11-29-106 with 2 picks.  Those INT’s were the turnover margin.   
 

9/8/88: Sweet score: BYU 47 and Texas 6 
 

9/10/88: Big Match of the day fins Michigan losing at Notre Dame 19-17.   
 
In a birthday treat to myself I fly to LA to watch Nebraska play UCLA.  The 

game is essentially over in the first quarter as UCLA scores 28 points.  We 
battle back but lose 41-28 to ex-Oklahoma star QB Troy Aikman.  It figures.  

There is a hit on WR Dana Brinson on You Tube that is incredible.  He got his 



block knocked off going over the middle.  Sickening time and plane ride back 
to NJ. 

 
USC beats Stanford 24-20. 

 
9/11/88: Week 2 features Miami going to Buffalo and losing on Norwood’s 
two 4th quarter FG’s.  The final margin was 9-6.   Buffalo had 4 turnovers to 

Miami’s 2.  Rookie Thurman Thomas was 21-74 with a long of 9.  Marino was 
22-34-221 with 0/0 and Kelly 15-24-231 and 1 INT.  Andre Reed did catch 8 

for 122. 
 
9/17/88: Notre Dame 20 at other alma mater Michigan State 3. 

 
9/18/88: Week 3 has the Giants at Dallas.  The Giants get a safety in the 

first to lead 2-0.  The rest of the game is even at 10-10, hence, the Giants 
win 12-10.  Steve Pelleur was 20-36-275 with 1 TD/2 INT.  Joe Morris was 
28-107 and Lionel Manual was 9-142 with 1 TD for the Giants.  Herschel 

Walker was good for the Cowboys rushing for 78 and catching 5 for 80.  It 
wasn’t enough.  Both teams had 2 turnovers. 

 
9/24/88: OU goes to USC and loses 23-7.  Purdue goes to ND and loses 52-

7.   
 
9/25/88: Week 4 has divisional rivals New Orleans visiting Tampa.  New 

Orleans scored a TD in the 1st and the rest of the scoring by both is FG’s.  
That means Saints 13-9.  Neither QB was very good and neither team had a 

rusher over 50 yards.  This is the proverbial “snoozefest”.    
 
10/1/88: Iowa is at MSU and it is a final of 10-10.  Stanford goes to ND and 

is slaughtered 42-10.  The UNLV Rebels come to Lincoln and lose 48-6. 
 

10/2/88: Week 5 saw a scintillating game when Denver visited San Diego.  
Rich Karlis kicked 4 FG’s for Denver and the Broncos win 12-0.  There was 
nothing special about Elway (17-29-184 with 0/1).  However, the Charger 

QB’s were awfuL: 
 Malone: 7-14-82 and 0/1 

 Laufenberg (BABE): 11-21-104 
 Combined: 18-35-186 and 0/1 

Tony Dorsett (what not a Cowboy?) ran for 46 yards on 19 tries while Gary 

Anderson mimicked the QB play by rushing for 16 yards on 10 carries.   
 

10/8/88: Nebraska blitzes Kansas in Lawrence 63-10.  ND 30 at Pitt 20 
continues the Irish luck.  OU wins the Red River Shootout at Dallas by 28-13.  
Ducks quacked at USC 42-14. 

 
10/9/88: In a game that could have sent pro football back to the 1920’s or 

caused a fan strike, KC visits Houston.  One team was –1 in turnovers and 
threw 3 INT’s.  Right, they won.  With Brent Pease at QB (3-14-26 and 0/3), 



Houston won 7-6.  Luckily ex-Husker great Mike Rozier was 27-141 for the 
Oilers (my wife and I met Mike last year and Diana told him we were at his 

Heisman Dinner!).  Steve DeBerg was awful and Herman Heard rushed for 7-
46 for KC.   

 
10/15/88: Oklahoma State has a certain RB who is pretty good.  The 
Cowboys score 42.  The Huskers got 63.  Sweet score is Arkansas at Texas 

by 27-24.  Strange score is Indiana 41 and the visitors from Ohio State 
scored 7.  Michigan went to Iowa and it was 17-17.  Iowa was 0-0-2 versus 

Michigan teams and the points scored (27) was not a surprise, the same as 
given up (27).  
 

ND beat the Miami thugs 31-30 in a thriller of a game to watch as I recall.  
 

10/16/88: We all know how big a defensive turnover is and when it is a 
blocked FG that is doubly bad.  In the 3rd quarter the Saints got a blocked FG 
for a TD and wins at Seattle 20-19.  Even though NO had a turnover margin 

of –1 on the road that big play helped them prevail.  Kelly Stouffer of tiny 
Rushville, NE was 27-46-370 and 1 TD/1 INT.  Bobby Herbert was efficient at 

16-22-185 and 1 TD/1 INT. 
 

10/22/88: Nebraska routs Kansas State 48-3.  ND flies past Air Force 41-13.  
In a big inter-sectional game that resembles the pros: Alabama 8 and the 
visitors from Penn State 3.  

 
10/23/88: KC is again in our frame this weekend.  Again, they lose 7-6 to 

Detroit in KC.  Even though Detroit is –1 turnover margin they won on the 
road.  Detroit’s QB (Rusty Hilger of Oklahoma State) was the worst: 8-18-
111 with 1 TD/2 INT.  How did they win? Crazy is it not? 

 
10/24/88: Monday Night Football is the feature for another barn burning 

game in 1988.  Usually a team with safety wins but when on the road and 
the turnover margin is even it can be trouble.  It is.  Chicago wins at home 
10-9 over San Francisco.  Montana was slightly better than McMahon but that 

Bear D is still pretty good. 
 

10/29/88: Life continues to be pretty good as the Missouri Tigers lose at 
Nebraska by 26-18.  ND battled Navy: on the road by 22-7.  Michigan State 
wins at Ohio State by 20-10.   

 
10/30/88: New Orleans hosts LA.  NO has a –2 turnover margin.  LA wins 

12-10.  Both clubs are 7-2 on the year.  Everett outplayed Herbert although 
had 0 TD and 0 INT.  Dalton Hilliard had 11 rushes for 19 yards to help New 
Orleans cause. 

 
10/31/88: It is “All Hallows Eve” and Monday Night Football is the nightmare 

game of this weekend.  Denver visits Indy and commits 4 turnovers and is –
4 in TOM.  Right.  They lose big 55-23.  Chris Chandler is 10-13-167 with 1 



TD.  When you have the big horse in Eric Dickerson get on and ride: 21-159 
and 4 TD.   

 
11/1/88: In bonus action Bush 1 beats Dukakis in a rout.  Who can forget 

that ad of the Mass Guv riding around in tank to show he wasn’t soft on 
national offense? Or is it your defense that wins wars? 
 

11/5/88: Nebraska goes to Ames and storms out with a 51-16 win over the 
Cyclones.  LSU 19 is at Alabama 18 in the big game in the SEC.  ND picks on 

Rice by 54-11.  Oklahoma wins at State by 31-28.   
 
Sweet score of the weekend: Houston 66 at Texas 15 

 
11/6/88: In the best game of the week SF visits Phoenix in a key match up.  

Phoenix is –3 in turnovers but scores 17 4th quarter points to win a shocker 
24-23.  Lomax can still wing it: 25-41-323 with 3 TD/0 INT.  Steve Young, 
subbing for Joe, was ordinary.  Roger Craig, ex-Husker star, was awesome 

going 26-162 with 1 TD. 
 

11/12/88: Colorado came to Nebraska and a weird game it was.  Eric 
Bienemy (the new CU RB coach) was streaking for a score to tie the game 

and he dropped the ball.  Yes he just simply dropped it.  Nebraska recovers 
and wins 7-0.   
Oklahoma sets up the annual NU-OU showdown with a 16-7 win over Mizzou 

in Columbia.    
 

11/13/88: Week 11 in the NFL season and the stretch run begins.  LA 
Raiders visit their cross Bay Rivals.   SF is the home team and –1 in TOM.  
You get the drift in 1988: they lose by 9-3 on 3 second half LA FG’s.  Bo 

knows and is 18-85.  Steve Beurlein, ex-ND QB, stunk up the joint going 8-
22-112.  Montana was back but pretty average; Craig was 17-58.  No 

wonder they lost. Both teams are 6-5. 
 
11/19/88: The college season is rapidly coming to a close.  Penn State tries 

to derail ND at South Bend.  They lose 21-3.  USC wins over UCLA 31-22.   
 

We have friends from Hong Kong visiting.  They are both alums of Oklahoma 
and that sets up an interesting Saturday afternoon of football (No Thursday 
game for some reason.). They are visiting the US and have a home in 

Princeton.  It was pouring rain in NJ and pouring in Norman.  Huskers win by 
a 7-3 score.  Whoo Hoo! 

 
Second sweet score was when Texas visited Baylor and lost by 17-14!   
 

11/20/88: Hard to believe that a team at home and no turnovers (neither 
side actually) and you lose by 6-3.  New England won in another game to set 

back pro football’s image.  Marino was ordinary and Doug Flutie for NE was 
poor: 9-13-78.  Miami had 9 penalties for 69 yards.   



 
On the same weekend but another venue, the Jets (5-5-1) visit Buffalo (10-

1).  It was a thriller as the Bills win 9-6.  Sure thing: Buffalo was –1 in 
turnover margin.  The beat player was Buffalo RB Rod Riddick who was 18-

103.  Pat Ryan and Jim Kelly were bad.  Perhaps it snowed? Or rained? Or 
there was sleet?  Buffalo is now 11-1. 
 

Concluding today’s schedule was a game featuring Atlanta visiting Seattle.  
Both teams had 2 turnovers so you think the home team might win? Nope.  

Atlanta pulls out a thriller by 12-6.  Interestingly, Atlanta missed a PAT to 
put Seattle in a position to win.  They did not even at home.   
 

If the Red Zone Channel had been in existence this weekend can you imagine 
Andrew describing all these FG’s?  In these four games there were 16 FG’s 

alone.  Well that missed XP would provide lots of highlight drama. 
 
11/24/88: Thanksgiving and Texas A&M visits Texas and wins 28-24.  This 

was surely one of the worst Horn seasons in years. 
 

11/25/88: Iron Bowl is Alabama 10 at Auburn 15.   
 

11/27/88: The Giants visit Houston with a 7-5 record to the Oilers 9-3.  This 
is a key match for the weekend.  Both teams commit 5 turnovers.  This 
ought to favor Houston but the visitors win 13-12.  Joe Morris was 8-16 while 

Dalton Hilliard was 21-97.  Go figure. 
 

The Saturday College finale finds ND visiting USC.  This is it for ND.  They 
win 27-10!   
 

12/4/88: Buffalo (11-2) gets a warm weather game at Tampa (3-10).  This 
looks pretty favorable.  The Bills commit 2 turnovers to the Bucs 0.  In this 

crazy preview you’re saying Buffalo wins.  Plus another fact: they get a 
safety.  It is all pointing to a big win.  Nope TB wins 10-5.  Vinny scored a 1st 
quarter TD running the ball!  The sight of that must have been something 

to see.  Kelly threw 2 INT and that was that. 
 

12/10/88: TB visits  NE fresh from the victory over the Bills.  Both teams 
have 2 turnovers: does TB win? Nope they lose in OT 10-7.  In the 4th Vinny 
threw a TD pass to Carrier to tie the game at 7.  The Pats are now 9-6 while 

TB falls to 4-11. 
 

12/11/88: MNF again and the Lions visit Chicago.  Detroit has 2 turnovers 
and they are on the road.  Win or lose?  They score a TD to go ahead 12-10 
in the 4th.  They lose 13-12 on a Butler 32 FG.   

 
12/18/88: Atlanta visits divisional rival New Orleans.  It is another (yawn) 

barnburner with the Saints winning 10-9.  They go to 10-6 on the year. 
 



Bonus Playoff Game 
 

12/24/88: Houston goes to Cleveland in a Christmas Eve battle.  Houston is 
–1 in turnover margin on the road in a playoff game.  Moon is 16-26-213 

with 1 TD and 3 INT.  Mike Pagel is 17-25-179 with 2 TD/1 INT. 
 
The winner is? 

 
I am sure you guessed it, Houston wins 24-23. 

 
Winning and Losing in the NFL 
 

 You can easily see I picked out low scoring (boring?) games and 
pointed out the bizarre outcomes that go against the recognized probabilities 

of winning and losing. 
 
 I found some interesting material on the Internet that gives you the 

real probabilities of winning and losing-not a subset of games that were 
handpicked for fun. 

 
 Here they are for your consideration: 

 
 80% of wins can be explained by these variables ranked in order of 

importance: 

1. Offensive Pass Efficiency (QB Rating) 
2. Defensive Pass Efficiency (QB Rating against) 

3. Defensive Interceptions 
4. Defensive Penalties (against he offense) 
5. Offensive Running Efficiency 

 
 Winning a particular game: 

1. Offensive Passing Yards/Attempt 
2. Defensive Passing Yards/Attempt 
3. Defensive Fumbles Recovered 

4. Defensive Interceptions 
5. Offensive Penalties 

6. Offensive Runs/Attempt 
7. Defensive Runs/Attempt 

 

The morale: pass to get ahead and “run” the clock.  Oh, and do not 
fumble or turn it over regardless of the games I showed. 

 
The 1988 CGFL Predictions 
 

 Why play the season when you can read these predictions courtesy of 
John Clayton (hey we can’t be worse then either sports or economic experts).  

I also note “how the mighty have fallen” with respect to former CGFL 
powers: 



 
AFC 

 
East: Iron Mountain/Ohio 11-5; Corleone 10-6; Philadelphia 2-14 

 
Central: FM 15-1; Curbside 10-6; Cancun 7-9; and Gate City 1-15 
 

West: New Jersey 10-6 (or New Columbia?); Canton/Baltimore 6-10; and 
Carolina 4-12 

 
NFC 
 

East: Nashua 13-3; Wichita 9-7; Willamette 6-10; and New Orleans 4-12 
 

Central: Blacksburg 15-1; Brooklyn 9-7; Birmingham 8-8; and East Texas 0-
16 
 

West: Midway and Eastern 12-4; Houston 8-8 and Woodbine in the rear at 4-
12 

 
Playoff Predictions 

 
Chalk is Fort Mill vs Blacksburg 
 

In a tournament you never know so I will say Eastern vs Iron Mountain. 
 

The winner? Who knows? 
 
Good luck to all! 

 
Jay 

Stockholm, Sweden 
July 17, 2011 
 

Sweden women beat France 2-1 in the World Cup Bronze match. 
 

Fearless prediction: USA women whip Japan 3-0. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 


